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Note on Taking Square-Roots Modulo

Eric Bach and Klaus Huber, Member, IEEE

Abstract— In this contribution it is shown how Gauss’ famous cy-
clotomic sum formula can be used for extracting square-roots modulo
.

Index Terms—Cryptography, factoring, Gauss sums, square-roots mod-
ulo .

I. INTRODUCTION
The task of taking square-roots modulo an integer is a prob-

lem of considerable importance, in particular, as some well-known
cryptographic schemes are based on this operation ([7], [25]). In this
correspondence, we modify and analyze a famous formula due to
Gauss (see [8], [12], and [15])

for mod
for mod
for mod
for mod

(1)

to compute square-roots modulo . We start with prime numbers and
then comment on composite numbers. For simplicity without loss of
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generality the considered are odd numbers. First, however, we
give a short overview of other square-root methods.

II. KNOWN METHODS FOR EXTRACTING SQUARE-ROOTS MODULO

We consider the problem of finding the values of in

mod (2)

where and are given. Equation (2) has two solutions and
, which lie in if is a quadratic residue, i.e., if the

Legendre symbol mod equals one.
Clearly, we have

mod

and, thus, the determination of the roots is particularly easy if
is even, i.e., for mod . In this case (see [3] and

[11]), we immediately obtain the two solutions

mod for mod (3)

which can be determined efficiently using the square and multiply
algorithm (see, e.g., [3], [10], and [20]).
For odd, i.e., mod , the situation is more difficult.

In this case, all known efficient methods (see, e.g., [3], [6], [10],
[16], [18], [20], [23], and [24]), are either probabilistic or make
use of a quadratic nonresidue (QNR). Most of these are equivalent
to or use the same basic ideas as either the Tonelli–Shanks or the
Cipolla–Lehmer procedure.
The Tonelli–Shanks method [23], [24] relies on exponentiation in

. The method of Cipolla–Lehmer [6], [13], [20, pp. 287–288]
uses exponentiation in , which can be done efficiently us-
ing Lucas numbers. Compared to the Tonelli–Shanks method, the
Cipolla–Lehmer method has the disadvantage that one has to deter-
mine a QNR which depends both on and , whereas the method
of Tonelli–Shanks can reuse the same QNR for different . From an
aesthetic point of view this is an advantage if many square roots are
computed with the same prime , a case that often occurs in practice.
From a computational point of view this advantage is not great as
the Jacobi symbol algorithm is much faster than an exponentiation
(see, e.g., [3, p. 113]). For further details on the computing time of
Shanks’ algorithms see [14].
In addition to the above two techniques, one can also use poly-

nomial factoring methods such as the algorithms of Ben-Or/Rabin
or Berlekamp (see [4], [5], and [19]). One probabilistic square-
root method of Peralta [17, first algorithm] is a disguised version
of Rabin/Ben-Or’s algorithm (see [2, Remark 1, p. 1496]). It is
interesting to note that a “shortcut” version of the Cipolla–Lehmer
procedure does practically the same computation. In its polynomial
version [3, p. 157] this procedure computes as modulo
the irreducible polynomial . If we stop at the
power, we obtain

We have , so .
Schoof’s deterministic algorithm [22]—as the algorithm treated

here—is efficient for small input values.

III. METHOD BASED ON GAUSS’ FORMULA
Gauss’ formula (1) can be modified in a rather straightforward

way for use in finite fields by simply replacing the number
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by an element of order in the field , where
is the smallest positive integer which fulfills mod . Then
divides , where is Euler’s totient function (see, e.g., [9]).
(More precisely, divides , the Carmichael function, see, e.g.,
[3] and [20].) Using the theory of cyclotomic fields we find that

mod for mod
mod for mod

mod for mod
mod for mod

(4)

holds from which we immediately obtain the following explicit
square-root formula for mod

mod (5)

where

for mod
for mod
for mod

with mod . The case mod can be reduced to the
case mod using .
Direct application of (5) is of course only practical for small

values of . In this case evaluation of (5) is particularly simple for
mod ; as in this case, the element belongs to .

Also note, that for mod —for which (3) does not apply—the
element mod belongs to and can be expressed as
a QNR of to the power of .
Example 1: Consider the field with . We want to

extract the square root of modulo . As mod
we can determine a suitable , e.g., by raising the primitive element
2 to the fourth power. Hence, we get . Thus,

The value mod can easily be found as ,
which leads to

mod

If carefully coded, the Gauss sum algorithm will be preferable to
other known methods when mod 8 and is a small odd prime
dividing . (By quadratic reciprocity, such are always squares
mod .) We do the following:
1) choose a random QNR ;
2) compute and (we have );
3) set ; if this equals one go to 1);
4) compute

with the summation index running over the nonzero squares
mod .

(Clearly, the formula in 4) is equivalent to (5) since there in the
exponent each nonzero value occurs twice.) We now analyze the
expected cost of this procedure. The first three steps use work
equivalent to one exponentiation in . At this point, has been
determined and with probability . Therefore, and can
be determined at an average cost of

exponentiations. We can compute the summation in the last step with
about multiplications in , by listing and
filtering out the powers coming from nonsquares.
All of the square-root algorithms we have described in Section II

take time equivalent to at least two exponentiations in , when
mod 8. Writing for an exponentiation time and for

a multiplication time, the Gauss sum method is preferable when
; that is, when . For all known

exponentiation algorithms . We conclude that
the Gauss sum algorithm should be used when mod and

. As numbers of size can be factored with
less time than , we also see that the restriction of being prime
can be dropped, i.e., the method is efficient for with
a divisor of .
On the other hand, the method is only of theoretical interest

when extensions to are required. In this case, it can be
shown that our algorithm uses bit operations, if
ordinary arithmetic is employed. (The bottleneck is in constructing

—see [3, p. 172].) For fixed this is comparable to
Tonelli–Shanks, but worse than Cipolla–Lehmer.
Schönheim [21] used the Gauss sum to compute the square root

of mod , using a power of two as an th root of unity mod
. He did not consider the running time nor the possibility of using
other bases besides two. Further in Atkin [1] the method is essentially
addressed briefly also without run-time analysis.

IV. COMPOSITE
For composite it is well-known that a square root of a number
modulo can efficiently be extracted if the factorization of

is known. One simply computes the square roots of modulo the
prime-power factors of and composes the result via the Chinese
Remainder Theorem. If a prime occurs with multiplicity in ,
then a formula given by Tonelli [24] applies. Namely, if is a solution
of mod , then a solution of mod is given by

mod

In practice, this formula can be replaced by the quadratically con-
vergent form of Hensel’s Lemma. Tonelli uses an exponentiation
mod , whereas Hensel’s Lemma runs within a constant factor of
a multiplication mod (see [3, Theorem 7.7.1]). Alternatively, if
and have no common divisor, (5) also holds for composite

mod for gcd (6)

Here is an element of multiplicative order exactly in and
modulo the prime factors of .

V. APPLICATION TO FACTOR INTEGERS
Let be a product of odd primes, with an odd

prime divisor of for all . It is well known that if we are
given of order in the multiplicative group mod , neither a
power of the other in that group, we can split by computing the
greatest common divisors (GCD)

gcd

for . On average this will use about GCD
computations. We can do the job more quickly in many cases using
the Gauss sum. Let and have order modulo all . Observe
that if , we have

mod
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but the sums are equal when . [To see this, consider the
possible values of .] If

and

—here we use “component” notation coming from the Chinese
Remainder Theorem—then (abusing notation slightly)

and

With probability , the signs will not all agree, and gcd
will split . If the Gauss sums are computed as explained

in Section III, then this uses about multiplications and one gcd
calculation.
Of course, for consisting of large primes, the hard problem is

to find suitable th roots.

VI. CONCLUSION
An explicit formula for the extraction of square-roots modulo an

integer has been given using a famous sum formula of Gauss. The
formula is interesting for theoretical purposes and for the extraction
of square roots of small elements of . It is preferable to known
methods for prime when mod and is a small odd
prime dividing .
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